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For whatever ways we presume to know what Easter is all about, maybe we do well to ask ourselves. 

Maybe ask the question this way: in the weeks past, as Easter Sunday began to show up on your radar and 
you began to plan, what were the things that came to mind? Maybe it was a family gathering, an Easter-egg 
hunt, maybe church, maybe any number of recreational activities, especially those we find rewarding. For all 
the ways Easter is all that, in addition to what seem like mere religious sound-bytes—“He is risen! 
Alleluia!....blah, blah, blah”—let us remember what this occasion is really about.  

Yes, he is risen, but for too many of us—even those who self-identify as Christian—for too many of us, 
I would wager that it doesn’t really have a whole lot of meaning; certainly not enough that I stake my life on it 
or shape my life around that belief. Somehow, along the way….through the centuries and the evolution of a 
culture….the message and its meaning has failed to resound in the way that it first did. 
 

For first century Christians this was the event that changed everything. What set the hearts on fire of 
first century Christians wasn’t Jesus’ birth, which we celebrate in December; it wasn’t the amazing stories of 
miraculous healings; it wasn’t his beautiful moral teachings and spiritual wisdom. Yes that was all great stuff, 
but those weren’t it. What put this whole Christian Mission into gear was the fact that the tomb that 
indisputably held the dead body of Jesus—who did or said all that stuff I just mentioned—was suddenly 
empty. Simply put, if the resurrection had never really occurred, the Christian message would have died out, 
like so many other movements in any age. If it hadn’t truly happened, we wouldn’t be here doing this. 

There’s no other explanation for what suddenly changed in the Disciples. It changed them so much 
that while they had been so often unremarkable and unreliable prior to this event, they afterwards became 
fearless and bold, so much that pretty much every one of them died for this truth. The change was almost 
definitive and instantaneous. There’s no other explanation for it. Let us be clear: St. Peter and St. Paul didn’t 
give their lives—upside down crucifixion for the former and beheading for the latter—for mere moral teachings 
or insightful wisdom from some ancient Dr. Phil or Deepak Chopra. The tomb was empty and his followers 
gradually began to put it all together in their minds and hearts, especially when this once-dead Jesus, began 
to appear to them. Only he was different.  

 
After all that pain and human darkness, and the diabolical evil that had sought to kill God, he appeared 

to them suddenly on that first Easter Sunday, showed them his wounds, breathed on them and said, “Peace 
be with you”. God’s love had overcome the most powerful manifestations of evil and human darkness—
stronger than death itself. As St. Paul said, “For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor (anything else) 
will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 8:38-39). These followers 
of Jesus became fearless when they understood that although we had tried to kill God, he returned in forgiving 
love. 

And those first witnesses of this truth were so compelling—as real and objective truth inevitably is—
that for centuries after, men and women kept giving their lives. Again, had the resurrection not occurred, they 
would not have died for it. Instead, the message would have died. 
 

To us who live in a culture that has a sort of passive hostility toward Christianity it’s hard to relate to 
that degree of passion for Christian truth or what would compel someone to die for it. Ours is a culture that 
has sought to render the Christian message as irrelevant, and has done so with considerable effectiveness. 
Too many of us—even us Christians, don’t even bother trying to understand exactly what it was that ignited 
the hearts of Jesus’ followers. And as a result, too many of us don’t know what to believe, and at our core, are 
empty and confused.  

The beautiful truth of it all—inscribed upon our hearts at Baptism—has perhaps never been adequately 
revealed or explained to us, and we ourselves, have never given sufficient effort to unearth it from within. And 
so the fire that once was, is dimmed. How did we let this happen? We can blame all sorts of things: a flawed 
Church, our overly complex and busy lives, the counter-messages we hear that cause us doubt. We might 
even say, “I believe in God, but I don’t ascribe to a particular Church”, which often is just an excuse, so that 
we can either remain spiritually lazy, or keep it all on our terms and in a sense, be our own god. 

The fact is, that our human hearts seek truth and meaning. We’re wired for it. So at some point, we 
must be serious about it and we must try to know what Jesus’ first followers came to know—that is, the Risen 
Jesus, whose truth and meaning is deep within us, even if we’ve buried it. The empty tomb and those few 
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post-resurrection stories are just the start. And don’t worry about having to have it all figured out. The same 
loving God who breathed his peace on his weak-kneed Disciples, is always about giving us true peace and 
patiently loving us along the way. He is not about creating turmoil within us. And in any way you need help to 
unearth that truth, that’s one reason Jesus established the Church—to help us find that truth within us, but 
also that’s why I’m here. I’m happy to assist, but you’ve first got to want to find it, and to give yourself over to 
the work it involves. Until then, your heart will remain restless—longing for still-elusive truth and meaning. Be 
sure, this same Jesus, who was raised and appeared in Galilee, who ignited the hearts of his followers and 
those that followed them—he wants to ignite the fire in your heart.  
 


